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Vodafone’s analytics vision and strategy overview
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▪ Vodafone wanted to pivot from being capexheavy to being opex-friendly.

▪ Transform network management using data
insights to automate as much as possible.

▪ It wanted to use Google Cloud Platform
(GCP) as the primary data platform and
embrace a standard way for collecting data.

▪ Deliver cost and network efficiencies
through smarter network capacity
optimisation, discovery and troubleshooting.

▪ Vodafone prioritised anomaly detection due
to its potential to provide the biggest
benefits in terms of network automation.

▪ Vodafone plans to increase its focus on
delivering business outcomes by developing
AI/ML-based intelligent applications with a
‘develop once, deploy many times’ model.

▪ Find partners for application development
to deliver business value across domains
such as the RAN, IT, core network and the
Enterprise business.

▪ It chose Nokia as the solutions partner due
to its flexibility and openness for ongoing
collaboration and its willingness to jointly
innovate and provide the source code.
▪ It implemented the solution in Italy and is
due to roll out in Portugal and elsewhere.

BENEFITS
Easier to deploy and scale new applications across
operating companies

Access to global best practices and a joint innovation
partner

Anomaly detection delivers efficient network
planning, optimisation and operations
Source: Analysys Mason
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Business challenges and key drivers of the project
Vodafone’s move from its on-premises Big Data Platform (BDP)
to Google Cloud Platform (GCP) provided a new opportunity to
rethink data management and increase the focus on use cases
and application development.
Vodafone’s BDP consisted of many different clusters across
operating countries, which in turn created multiple ‘data lakes’
and made data analytics inefficient. The disparity in data across
the data lakes and lack of robust algorithms led to undetected
network issues and service degradations. Vodafone decided to
move to GCP in order to solve these data-related problems by
creating a single cloud-based ‘data ocean’.
Vodafone also wanted to use GCP to transform its network
management and drive cost efficiencies across the business by
increasing its levels of automation. To achieve this, Vodafone
increased its focus on developing use cases and applications that
would be hosted on GCP because GCP allows for easy scaling
across OpCos and supports region-specific customisations.
Vodafone needed a partner with strong network and cloud
expertise to accelerate the network optimisation on GCP. It also
needed the partner to collaborate and co-innovate on the
development of use cases and applications. Vodafone chose to
partner with Nokia to take advantage of the company’s strong
history of innovation (through Bell Labs), its deep expertise in RAN
and cloud and its partnership with GCP.

Figure 1: Business factors that are driving the transformation
project
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Source: Analysys Mason
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Vodafone partnered with Nokia to develop an anomaly detection application
Anomaly detection is expected to provide Vodafone with
significant benefits in the radio domain and forms part of
Vodafone’s broader goal of delivering network and cost
efficiencies across its OpCos.
Vodafone is using the anomaly detection use case to support
network planning and optimisation with a plan to expand to
network operations. It is the first step towards achieving full
automation of network lifecycle management. The Neuron
platform runs within GCP to render and store the RAN data and
the Nucleus algorithms are used for ML-based pattern
recognition, clustering and classification (Figure 2).
Nokia developed the anomaly detection application to be
consumed as-a-service. It shared its vision with Vodafone and
exhibited flexibility and an openness for ongoing collaboration
(some of Vodafone’s key requirements). Nokia worked on an
equal partnership basis and provided the algorithm source code,
which increased the level of trust within the partnership.
Vodafone provided the network data, and Nokia and Vodafone
together agreed on the ‘product-ised algorithm’ creation and
delivery plans. Nokia provided the applications and the models,
which were validated by Vodafone before deployment.
The application has already been deployed in Italy and Vodafone
has noted good initial results. It will deploy in Portugal and nine
other countries next.

Figure 2: Illustration of the architecture for the anomaly
detection use case
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Key benefits

1

2

3

Easier to deploy and scale new
applications across operating
companies

Access to global best practices
and a joint innovation partner

Anomaly detection delivers
efficient network planning,
optimisation and operations

GCP enables Vodafone to focus on use
cases and business outcomes. It has
allowed Vodafone to adopt a ‘develop
once, deploy many times’ model, which
has resulted in a 60–70% reduction in
effort, thereby allowing Vodafone to
rapidly deploy apps in different
markets. Moving to GCP has also
lowered the overall cost of maintaining
a platform, because Vodafone only pays
for what it uses.

Nokia and Vodafone will continue to
jointly plan product roadmaps with
ongoing collaboration on application
development. The equal partnership
with Nokia alongside a shared vision
and partnership with GCP also provides
a strong foundation for future
collaboration. There is a clear
separation of responsibilities between
Vodafone and Nokia: Vodafone provides
the network data and Nokia builds the
models and applications.

Anomaly detection delivers the greatest
benefits in terms of automating rootcause analysis (25–30% operational
efficiency improvement). It uses
machine learning to automatically
identify issues such as call set-up
failures. Vodafone has already deployed
the anomaly detection app in Italy,
thereby providing a template and best
practice for future app development. It
plans to extend its roll-out at other
OpCos.
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Further reading

Type

Title

Author(s)

URL

Strategy report

SPTel: harnessing the power of software-defined
networking to automate operations and disrupt the B2B
services market

Anil Rao

https://www.analysysmason.com/research
/content/case-studies/sptel-sdnautomation-rma01-rma02/

Strategy report

Network automation: a solution framework for service
agility and cost economics in cloud-enabled 5G networks

Anil Rao

https://www.analysysmason.com/research
/content/short-reports/networkautomation-framework-rma07-rma01rma02/

Podcast

Automation in the 5G era: a discussion between Analysys
Mason and Telia

Anil Rao and Asa Nielsen (Telia)

https://www.analysysmason.com/research
/content/videos/automation-5g-teliarma01-rma02-rma07/

Forecast report

Automated assurance: worldwide forecast 2020–2025

Anil Rao and William Nagy

https://www.analysysmason.com/research
/content/reports/automated-assuranceforecast-2020-rma01/

Forecast report

Service design and orchestration: worldwide forecast
2020–2025

Anil Rao and William Nagy

https://www.analysysmason.com/research
/content/reports/service-designorchestration-forecast-rma02/
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We are experts in the telecoms, media and technology sector
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Our research programmes
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